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Name

Ashleigh
Waters

What is your
membership
level?

Associate

Brief overview of your background and experience as an Programme
professional (maximum 150 words):

What motivated you to put yourself forward
for election to the Programme Management
SIG committee? (maximum 150 words)

What qualities and experience do you think
you'll bring to the Programme Management SIG
committee? (maximum 150 words)

I have held numerous Programme Management positions in my career, leading

• I have 20+ years in successful project delivery,

highly complex, transformative programmes of work. These programmes cover

with the last 6 years or so at the programme level. •

technical/digital solutions, business information and process re-engineering

I am very interested in pursuing a formal career in

I have witnessed where and why projects fail - I

initiatives. Programmes include: Programme Manager for Counties Manukau

Programme Management, ideally moving into a

typically get brought in to save broken projects

District Health Board implementing the Community Central operations –

senior director role in the programme space.

where either the technical solution is failing or

spanning the entire health board and all community services – including a

Having numerous years’ experience in the

where the stakeholder engagement is low. • I have

rationalisation and streamlining of all processes and technical systems across

programme space, and contributing to interest

been able to successfully deliver these projects by

localities and bases, all admin, nursing and allied health personnel. Prior to

groups within LinkedIn and PMI, I am keen to

being: inclusive, accountable, conscious and aware

that, I was Programme Manager for Air New Zealand, implementing the new

contribute to AMP and the furthering of the

of the stakeholder and why we are here, respectful

safety management system across the organisation. This was followed by

programme management profession. I would like

and collaborative. • I lead strong teams who share

performing the Portfolio Manager role for the Flights Ops and Safety Team. At

to be able to make a contribution and feel that I

the same values. • I fundamentally believe that

AIA I headed up, as Programme Manager, the operational business

have some of value to add.

projects are not necessarily successful because we

transformation programme of work which overhauled all operational business

can tick the box on a list of requirements but rather

systems and processes in order to gain significant efficiency and productivity

with a very strong focus on how we deliver. • I turn

gains.

strategic goals into actionable, implementation

How much time do you
anticipate being able to spend on
SIG activities in an average week?

4-5 hours. I am not sure what is
required but will happily put in as
much time as required. I'd very
much like to contribute to the SIG

plans with clear direction.
I am always striving for continuous improvement
and have strong interest in lean, business
improvement techniques with a focus on the
practical implementation of best practices of
programme and portfolio management. This is
I am an accomplished programme and project manager with over 20 years of

underpinned by my business acumen, strategic

experience. I have a multi-faceted career profile comprising diverse hands-on,

approach, leadership and technical background

advisory and expert roles along with the management of the delivery of major
and complex engineering and construction projects and programmes with
large multi-disciplinary teams within various Consultancies, Highways Agency,
London Underground Limited (LUL) and Transport for London (TfL) presently.
Marina
Morillas Lara

My current role is as Programme Manager leading a portfolio comprised by the
Full

‘Better Junctions Programme’ (with 18 core schemes valued at £100M) and
several ‘Major Projects’ (up to £75M budget each) in the Projects and
Programme Directorate within TfL Surface. Previously, I managed the ‘Pan-TfL
Escalator Replacement Programme’ with a total budget of £300M, comprising
the replacement of 50 escalators among 14 stations for LUL.

I would like to get more involved in APM activities
and take an active part in this Specific Interest
Group (SIG). This will enable me to interact and
collaborate with APM members and other
colleagues from different sectors to exchange
professional experience, share knowledge and
capture and communicate programme
management best practices.

being a Chartered Civil Engineer.

After having

worked in both the private and public sector and
acted as contractor and client within an
international environment, I have gained an
excellent understanding of the multiple factors

2 or 3 hours

impacting our programme management
community and have instigated practical solutions
and improvements when dealing with conflict,
project prioritisation, resource allocation, strategic

During my

planning and change control achieving the

career I have also achieved valuable qualifications: MEng, MSc, MBA, CEng

successful delivery of relevant projects and

MICE, MAPM, Eur Ing, APMP and MSP Practitioner.

programmes aligned with the organisation’s
objectives and sought benefits.

I believe that I can

bring to this SIG Committee both theoretical and
practical project/programme/portfolio management
knowledge complemented by my extensive
professional experience.
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I am an experienced programme manager having led initiatives, such as
Forensics21, a programme of national significance. I am an advisor / mentor,
principally working with RPP candidates or developing organisational PPM
James Dale

Full

academies. I am an IPMA assessor, APM accreditation assessor and the APM's
Chief Examiner for its Practitioner Qualification. I am a longstanding fellow of
the CIPD.

I have been a committee member for 10 years

Many years as a programme manager and

and its secretary for 6 years. I bring experience

consultant. This is supported by a range of

Highly variable due to the

and continuity. I am stimulated by interaction

qualifications underlining my commitment to the

unpredictable nature of my work.

with fellow professionals. This is an opportunity

profession. This includes the the RPP standard, a

The important point is I believe I

to learn and develop. This is also a forum to

suite of AXLOS certifications, a professional

can contribute and have something

contribute to the evolving corpus of knowledge in

doctorate in change management and an MBA with

to offer.

this important subject area.

distinction from CASS business school.
I bring extensive hands-on Programme
Management experience underpinned by first
principle knowledge therefore I can offer guidance
and experience to publications, presentations,
conferences and original thinking for new ideas. As

An experienced programme management consultant with a proven track

Chris Yewdall

Associate

record of delivering key organisational transformations and £multi-million

Having gained years of Programme Management

programmes for blue chip organisations; currently leading a team of project

experience I believe that I can add value to the

management professionals to develop a project controls transformation

Programme Management SIG by sharing my

programme across the UK Submarine Enterprise. Previous Experience includes

knowledge and practical experience for the

programme management of several organisational transformations across both

benefit of the wider PM community.

Rolls Royce and BAE systems, and Programme Management of the T1000

an active member of the Programme Management
SIG committee 2016/2017 I proactively contributed

On average I intend to spend 2

to the Programme Management SIG annual

hours a week with increased

conference: with the help and support from my

periods of activity for specific

connections at Rolls Royce Plc. the SIG successfully

events.

held a ‘sell out’ event outside of London, March 17.
Ed Wallington and I jointly delivered the APM

engine development programme.

introduction to Programme Management event
held in York, Jan 17. I have, and intend to continue
to take a leading role in the Programme
Management SIG committee ‘corporate
workstream’.

Project/Programme/Portfolio sponsor & manager for 20 years of my 34 in
Ministry of Defence. Past 5 years bidding, engaged in and leading change
Alan Macklin

Full

programme for CH2M (Global #1 PgM Coy 2004-2015 according to ENR - US

Continuing the work of the ProgM SIG Committee

Experience as APM Deputy Chair, 20 yrs PPM in

since I joined in 2011

Public Sector (incl being MoD PPM SKills

2

Champion), 5 yrs with CH2M

equivalent of NCE).

14 years complex project and programme mgt
14 years in Project and Programme Management, the last 2 being in £3bn+
Neil
McCrimmon

Full

complex UK infrastructure programmes.

profession, grow my programme management
network and give back to the APM by providing
my time to help take the profession forward.

I worked as a programme manager and passed MSP while still working at my
last corporate employer over a decade ago. Since then, I have worked around
Penny Pullan

I would like to help shape the direction of the

Full

the world, working with programme managers and others via my own
consultancy.

I have been on the Programme Management SIG
Committee for a couple of years and have been
secretary for the last few months. With the Chair
resigning, it makes sense to have some continuity
and I'd like to continue with the committee.

experience. Member of APM Prog M SIG in
2016/17; newsletter editor and annual conference

2 hours

speaker co-ordinator. Enthusiasm, support,
pragmatism and a desire to make things happen for
the good of the profession.

Insight given my professional position, experience
as a writer, lots of experience of programmes across

About an hour

sectors plus APM (I have served on APM bodies for
the last decade).
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Oil and Gas sector Senior Engr and Project Manager, selection and supervision
of subcontractors, fabricators and suppliers for subsea construction. Also high
Alexander
Edwards

Full

maintenance projects top side. Working as a PM for at least 20 years in CE and
Energy sectors. Comprehensive experience in programme and schedule
management.

A full understanding of the importance and
To see how the control of programme

flexibility of programme management in todays

management is progressing, pass on the benefit

market, sharing experiences and knowledge of what

5 to 10 hrs a week, maybe more

of my experience and learn from others in the

happens when it works? and doesn't work.

depending on workload.

same area.

Combining the committee shared experience in a
way that will benefit all members of the association.
Having project managed the SIG Annual Conference
over the last year I gained some new ideas to not

In terms of experience I have worked as a project support on a large SAP
implementation programme at Babcock International supporting the work of
the Business change and technology leads as well as the programme manager.
James
Lesingham

I carried out this year placement as part of my university degree from June
Student

2015 to September 2016. Over the past year I have also been working with the
ProgM SIG as project manager for the SIGs annual conference which took place
March 2017 coordinating the activities of a steering group, SIG committee and
other key stakeholders.

only improve the conference but have identified
Working with the SIG has provided me with lots

ways that the SIG could better engage with the

of opportunity to really develop myself and skills

membership and corporate members which is all

with the project management of the conference

something I hope to work with the rest of the

as well as providing a perfect platform to engage

committee to implement and build on, raising the

in networking with other like minded individuals.

profile of the SIG and pushing the boundaries of

As I leave university this is something that I would

the SIG and APM to encourage continuous

like to continue.

improvement. Further individual qualities would
include my dedication, time management and

I hope to get fully involved in SIG
activities with the various events,
contributing to regular blog posts
and supporting the different papers
where I can. With this I hope to
spend around 5 hours a week on
these activities although I also
recognise that more time may be
required where necessary.

organisation all of which are key to balancing the
volunteering work of the SIG alongside my day job.

25 years in programme and project management, author of 2 books on project
John
Chapman

Full

and programme management, contributing author to 3 further books on this
subject area, 20 years a member of the programme management SIG

It is important to contribute back to the
profession that I am part of, to be active in the
promotion and development of programme and
project management

Previous SIG Membership, contributor to the
development of programme management, currently

5 to 6 hours

lead the Communications Workstream and dedicate
time to promoting out ProgM, and would like to
continue with this.

In the past I have supported APM SIGs through
membership of the Portfolio Management SIG
My career started as a Chartered Civil Engineer and Project Manager. After
several years delivering a range of infrastructure projects I moved into
Programme Management in particular advising senior leaders on the best
approaches to successfully gain business benefits from their change
programmes. I have been involved in the delivery of Multi-billion pound
programmes across Rail, Aviation, Water and Buildings sectors, most recently
Chris Beach

Full

including programmes at Heathrow Airport and Thames Tideway Tunnel. In my
current role, as Partner with Arcadis, I lead Programme Management service
delivery and work across the organisation with a focus on the development of
programme management capability, knowledge and best practice to meet our
clients’ needs.

Prior to joining Arcadis I led the Transport for London

Investment Programme Management Office providing oversight of the delivery
of capital programmes exceeding £2bn p.a.

Committee, contribution to the Body of
Knowledge and the development of the
competency framework. During 2016 I was a
Committee member of the Programme
Management SIG and supported on SIG activities
including events and Blogs. I am keen to
increase the interface between industry and the
APM and help support the sharing of Programme
Management best practice, insight and
innovation. Organisations are now generally
recognising the benefits that can be achieved
through a programmatic approach to delivering
change initiatives and as a profession we need to
create the knowledge, approaches and tools to

I am a long standing MSP Practitioner and aligned
to this theoretical knowledge I have extensive
practical experience of developing and
implementing best practice in Programme
Management. I am enthusiastic towards the
development of connected communities to
facilitate the sharing and development of

Two to Three hours

knowledge that will enable the value of the
programme management discipline to be fully
understood and adopted by organisations to bring
tangible benefits. I intend to bring both personal
programme management expertise along with
access to organisational experience in the delivery
of major programmes in the UK and globally.

enable greater efficiency and productivity. I am
keen to play a continuing part in supporting the
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development of the programme management
profession to achieve this.
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